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ABOUT the documentary

‘Τεχνολογια’ documents the many modern-day uses of technology, while
also exploring the innovation and discovery of the Antikythera Mechanism, a
technological artifact found off the coast of Antikythera in 1901. The Antikythera
Mechanism allows humans to measure time, and space, as well as make 
predictions about the future. For 1000s of years, nothing created by man could 
compare to this complex technological feat. ‘Τεχνολογια’ unveils the various ways 
in which humans interact with technology today, while also considering the rea-
soning behind the Antikythera Mechanism’s conception many years ago. The 
narrative argues how technology-once used for an early civilization’s societies 
stable progression-is now the epicenter of human existence.

An exploration of technology past and present told through the story of the 
Antikythera Mechanism, the world’s first computer. 

(noun) the application of scientific knowledge for practical 
purposes, especially in the industry

technology
origin: Greek

τ ε χ ν ο λ ο γ ι α
tekh-no-lo-gia
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running time

genre rating

year

languages

specs

format

contact

14 minutes and 39 seconds

short documentary G (general audiences)

2018

English, Greek (English subtitles)

aspect ratio 16:9 // resolution: 2048 x 1080
color // stereo sound

4K 24fps // 2K 60fps & 120 fps (slow-mo) 
ISO 800 // C log - C log2

Alexandros A. Barpayianis
abarbayianis@gmail.com - (347)-244-4455



Director’s statement
alexandros a. Barbayianis

Growing up in Greece, I was always amazed by Ancient Greek 
theater. I was interested in the performance and how actors could perform 
a completely different character from their personality. When I moved to 
New York City, I was more immersed with film and TV, eventually shifting 
my interests towards film. I decided to study film in high school and 
college, which helped me grow to be a well-rounded filmmaker.

Although the process of narrative filmmaking has always fascinated me, 
documentary filmmaking is what has always held my devotion. The ad-
venture of telling an untold real-life story and bringing that to the 
convenience of someone’s living room, is what drew me to being a 
documentarian. I have been lucky enough to travel from a young age, and 
have always taken advantage of any chance I get to travel. Traveling 
inspires me to make content that creates an illusion for audiences, making 
them think they just travelled to a new place. Cinéma vérité is a style that 
inspired me to always remain unknown in documentaries, making them 
unbiased. Cinéma vérité helps me mirror truth through film, making the 
audience feel like they are immersed in the experience. 

Narrative films with an intricate shot design lead me towards my explora-
tion of art films. The filmmaker Gaspar Noé opened my eyes with how ar-
tistically you can tell a story. After watching some of Noé’s films like, Enter 
the Void & Irréversible, I learned that film is not only a way of 
entertainment, but an art form. Through this, I began to recognize more 
film installations at museums. Pipilotti Rist, a visual artist, inspired me to 
play with pairing of audio and visuals, and making both an experience in 
a space. I have also worked on a few music videos and visual essays to 
help broaden my understanding of film as an art form. 

My found respect for art and installation films want me to combine that 
aspect with documentaries. My vision is to create content that combines 
art and environmental filmmaking, and break the misconception that 
documentaries are only informative films. If we can artistically portray life 
in a fiction film, why not do the same in a non-fiction film?
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Producer’s statement
Isabella morelli avilÁn

I was born and raised in Bogotá, Colombia. I was constantly 
surrounded by a conservative environment, which led me to 
develop my creativity. I always knew that, even though society 
in my country made it seem like it, things were not only black or 
white. As a writer, this is my main driving force and inspiration. 
When I write, I think of how my work will help break barriers and 
defy stereotypes. Film is one of the most powerful ways through 
which one can open people’s minds and make them realize there
tis life beyond the traditional and familiar. I strive to convey this in 
my work and perfect it through every project I take part in. 

In my work I like to explore pain as a human emotion, and the way 
it transforms people and defines their actions. Pain as a theme 
allows for stories to be character-driven, as well as ground a story 
before I begin to even write it. It manifests itself in an array of ways 
that shape characters and differentiate them from one another. My 
objectives are focused on learning how to best write and visually 
convey pain and similar themes within the stories I want to tell. 
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About the crew (i)

Alexandros A. barpayianis 

(director/producer)

Darlien morales 

(director of photography)

From a young age living in Greece I 
was always interested in entertainment 
arts. I would watch re-enactments of 
ancient Greek plays performed in 
historically preserved theaters. I was 
so intrigued that I would come home 
and put on my own plays with friends 
in my backyard. While at SCAD I have 
learned that I enjoy making 
documentaries, and using film not only 
to entertain but as an educational art 
form. June 2018 I will have graduated 
from SCAD with a B.F.A in Film & TV. 
After that, I will practice documentary 
filmmaking and hope to work for a 
network that funds documentaries.

 The natural and diverse landscapes of 
Puerto Rico, gave Darlien Morales 
(pronounced “Dahr-Lee-N”) while growing 
up, a tremendous appreciation for the 
environment. She fell in love with 
documentary filmmaking during her Film 
&  TV BFA pursuit at the Savannah College 
of Art and Design (2015); it allowed her to 
combine her passion for art and 
philanthropy while satisfying her 
adventurous spirit. Her cinematography 
and producing skills have taken her to 
work on projects with topics ranging from 
working conditions of coffee farmers in 
Guatemala to aspiring entrepreneurs in the 
favelas of Brazil.
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Andrew Amores 

(2nd Unit Camera Op)

 Andrew Amores is a cinematographer 
currently based in Savannah, Georgia. 
His films have gone on to win a number 
of different awards from film festivals 
such as  LA Cinefest and the Accolade 
Global Film Festival. Recently involved 
with Savannah’s Grey Reef Festival, 
Andrew has shot many independent 
documentaries specifically in an 
environmental vein.

About the crew (ii)

Eilish Nobes 

(Location Sound/UPM)

Eilish is originally from Danbury, 
Connecticut. This summer Eilish 
traveled to Cuba to document the 
forgotten island, Isla de la Juventud, for 
the series Unseen Cuba by Kevin 
McCarey, which is being pitched to 
major networks. Eilish’s focus is 
documentary filmmaking. She has 
worked on several films that have dealt 
with cultures in other countries as well 
as environmental issues.
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About the crew (iii)

Asli Shebe 

(Writer)

Asli Shebe is a SCAD Writing Alumna 
from Dar es Salaam, Tanzania who has 
lived in between Tanzania and the U.S. 
for most of her life. Her writing (which 
is composed of poetry, news articles, 
and personal essays) is heavily
influenced by African and female 
writers. During her time at SCAD, Asli 
worked for the student online 
newspaper District. Working as a copy 
editor, A&E editor then Editor-in-Chief 
Asli researched, wrote and edited 
multiple articles on topics such as film, 
fine art, culture, local issues, safety, and 
security.
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Isabella Morelli Avilán 

(Producer)
Born and raised in Bogotá, Colombia, 
Isabella moved to the United States in 
2013 to pursue a career in film. After 
graduating from SCAD in 2017, Isabella 
moved to New York City where she in-
terned for CNN and is currently involved 
in a diverse set of projects. Isabella 
aspires for her work to validate individ-
uals who feel unseen, as well as open 
the minds of those whose point of views 
exclude or ignore marginalized commu-
nities. “I believe film is one of the most 
powerful ways through which one can 
open people’s minds and make them 
realize there is life beyond the tradition-
al and familiar. The greatest way to spark 
change is from within.



About the crew (iv)
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Kenny Letelier 

(Editor)

theodoros Barbagianis

(narrator)

 A five-foot cyclone of film, photography, 
and animal facts. Kenny is an award-
winning photographer and producer 
along with being a professional editor. 
A childhood in Las Vegas left him with a 
passion for neon lights. A college life in 
Savannah keeps him busy and motivated. 

Theo Barbagianis is an Environmental 
Engineer who specializes in sustainable 
stormwater management and habitat 
restoration. While studying engineering at 
the University of Southern California, Theo 
took film courses as electives and even 
assisted in the production of his friends’ 
student films. When invited to narrate the 
documentary “‘Τεχνολογια’ and the Ancient 
Mechanism,” Theo immediately jumped at 
the opportunity to work with his youngest 
brother in a professional setting.
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Behind the scenes (i) 
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Behind the scenes (ii)



Behind the scenes (iii)
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production anecdotes (I)

Filming abroad

This being my first big production project as a student, I challenged 
myself as an aspiring travel filmmaker and went back home, Greece. 
What I did not realize was how much paperwork process is involved 
in filming and applying for permits in Greece and on historically pre-
served temples. The bureaucracy I encountered along the way was 
overwhelming but knowing Greeks you have to be kind but yet per-
sistent and always thank them for their time. 

When we got to the top of the hill and started filming at the Acropolis 
of Athens, one security guard that switched rotations wasn’t aware 
of us being able to film even though we had our permit. Eilish our 
production sound and UPM had to stay with all the equipment while 
I and Darlien got some shots, Andy was setting up time-lapse for us. 
What we didn’t think about was how could we charge stuff on top of 
the rock if we were there all day, so the first time Andy had to go to 
the car 20 minute hike down the hill and charge any batteries in the 
car with the car adapter. After that, the security guards told us that 
they have plugged in their booths so we just set up a battery charging 
station in the booth.

Setting up time-lapses in Greece was fun my DP would set them up 
and continue to get some b-roll of the area and then we would all 
meet back at the camera taking time-lapse photos and just chat while 
we waited for it to run its course. When we shot our starlapses was 
even more interesting because we had to stay with the cameras over-
night. One night we just brought a bunch of blankets from an Airbnb 
we were staying at and after setting up we all just sat on the floor in 
the middle of nowhere on the island of Kithira and huddled under 
blankets and just rested our eyes turn by turn.

Filming oN THE ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS

Timelapse in greece
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production anecdotes (II)
Q&A
What are passport and visa requirements? What is maximum length 
of stay permitted for foreigners?
 No visa requirements for U.S Citizens, maximum stay 90 days.
Is the drinking water safe?
 Yes.
What kind of insurance is available for health, accidents, automobile, 
liability, theft, trip cancellation, etc…?
 There is universal healthcare in Greece and Emergency rooms  
 that are separate from hospitals. all other healthcare should be  
 purchased before hand.
How does one obtain a permit to film in the country? Does one need 
permits for specific locations? Are there any locations one is 
forbidden to film in?
 Check out this website: https://www.filmcommission.gr/ they  
 will answer any questions on permits and prices. You are not  
 allowed to document real police and military zones. Most 
 permits are free.
Can one get by with English only or are translators necessary?
 In Athens you can get by with English, but be aware Greeks are  
 not very fond of Americans, and they know the difference 
 between an English and American Accent. Outside of Athens it  
 might be harder to get by with only English, unless it’s a tourist  
 attraction.
Is internet service available everywhere?
 Most cafes, restaurants, hotels, and house have internet.  The  
 only places you won’t have internet service/Wi-Fi/cellular 
 service is small populated villages.
Any holidays that need to be avoided?
 Since Greece is a Greek-Orthodox country, there are a lot of 
 religious holidays that everything is closed and people are  
 home with their families. These holidays include:
 1 st January
 25th March
 Orthodox Easter Sunday
 1st May
 25th - 26th December
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production stills (i)
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production stills (ii)
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Interviews
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john Seiridakis xenophon Moussas

Maro PapathanasiouPopa Grigorakou

manos Roumeliotis

Researcher of the Antikythera 
Mechanism Research Project & 
professor of space physics of the 
national and kapodistrian University of 
Athens

Researcher of the Antikythera 
Mechanism Research Project
& professor & radio astronomer at the 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 
Department of Space Physics

Researcher of the history of Hellenic 
culture of the East & professor of the 
people’s University of Athens

Researcher & mathematics professor 
the University of Athens.

Director of computer and network 
system technologies lab & professor of 
the University of Macedonia, 
Department of Applied Informatics



Credits
Director
Written by
Narrated by
Executive Producer 
Director of Photography 
Editor 
Music Composers
Location Sound
Consulting Producer
Producers 

Associate Producers

Motion Graphics 
Mechanism CGI provided by
Colorist
Assistant Editor
Greece Unit Production Manager
Additional Camera
Gaffer
Steadicam Operator
Drone Operator 
Greece Second Unit Drone Operator
Grand Central Station 
Second Unit Director of Photography
Supervising Sound Editor
ADR Recordist
Dialogue Editor 
Sound Effects Editors

Re-Recording Mixer
Graphic Designer
Translations by
Director of Timelapse Photography
Still Photographer

Time Lapse Photo Editor 
Transcriptions

Alexandros A. Barpayianis
Asli Shebe
Theodoros Barbagianis 
Antonis Barbagianis
Darlien Morales 
Kenny Letelier 
Brian Freeland
Eilish M. Nobes
Kevin McCarey 
Isabella Morelli 
Alexandros Barpayianis
Maria Barbagianis
Angela Johnson
Eilish M. Nobes
Alejandro Moncada 
Manos Roumeliotis
Emily Cramer
Elliot Katz
Eilish M. Nobes
Andy Amores
Andy Amores
Darlien Morales
Andy Amores
Theodore Amilisis
Amara Mesnik

Ryan A. Sullivan
Haley Bowers
Amanda Roy
Kaylee Yacono
Ashton Faydenko
Ryan A. Sullivan
Ashton Faydenko
Alejandro Moncada
Panagiota Stathopoulou
Darlien Morales
Eilish M. Nobes
Isabella Morelli  
Satya Sullivan 
Isabella Morelli 
Myrto Katsimicha
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